COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
them (enthusiastically) to everyone he met, he had in point of fact
never eveta. finished the first, and went on decreasing from there,
as they say in knitting. He added: "Have you any similar
confessions to make s" I had. I came dean, then and for the first
time, over "The Brothers Karamazov". It was in September,
1917, that I began a slogan: "Never mind about Tolstoy, never
mind about Tchekov or Turgeniev; Dostoievsky has given us the
greatest thriller of them all!" And I spoke of it 'with a swagger
Hke that, calling it a "thriller", as though pretending not to be
aware that I was showing myself casually familiar with one of the
aforesaid masterpieces.
Now let us get down to facts: Yes, I did read "The Brothers
Karamazov"; I thought it very fine* It happened to be in 1917,
and raid-time, and whenever they came over, I gently laid aside the
Russian and picked up a rival volume called "The Fall and Rise
of Susan Lennox" ... There never was such a fall, and there never
was such a rise! Though mind you, I still maintain that "The
Brothers** was the greater book of the two. I cannot be dead sure
if I finished it; I never read it again.
Other great books that I have only read once are Stendhal's
"The Red and the Black", Flaubert's "Madame Bovary", and
Emily Bronte's "Wuthering Heights**. I am willing to agree,
my hand on my heart, that these novels were inspired by genius
and written by giants. They were just not my books. 'War
and Peace" I have read three times, and shall re-read presently.
Those which are supremely my books, literally my bedside
books, roads of escape which are a mixture of masterpiece and a
funny zigzagging personal choice, are: "Vanity Fair**, "David
Copperfield", all Jane Austen, H. G. Wdls's "Kipps" and "Mr.
Polly", Somerset Maugham's "Of Human Bondage**, a volume
of Elizabethan Prefaces and Dedications, Arnold Bennett's "The
Old Wives' Tale", all Kenneth Grahame, "Puck of book's
Hill** and "Rewards and "Fairies", "The Diary of a Nobody**,
"Heartbreak House", both Alices, "The Country of the Pointed
Firs" by Sara Orne Tewett, the Letters of RJLS., the poems of
Edna St. Vincent Milky, Osbert SitwdTs poems: "England Re-
claimed**, Rebecca West's "The Strange Necessity**, Sheila Kaye-
Smith*s"The Children's Summer*',Dorothy Parker's collected short
stories: "Here Lies"; all the Lucia books, all the Whiteoaks series,
and "Little Women** and "Good Wives'* by Louisa M. Alcott.
I hope that everyone will remember their own idiosyncrasies,
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